Quick Binding
Machine sewn with contrast flange. No pinning necessary!
(Fusible thread needed.)

1. Cut a contrast flange 1-½" by the necessary length (piece together as needed). Cut binding 1-¼" by the necessary length (piece together as needed).

2. Sew the binding and the flange, right sides together, along one long side.

3. Open the seam and press the seam allowance toward binding side.

4. Fold pieced binding in half lengthwise; wrong sides together and press well. This creates the small flange you will be sewing on later.

5. Lay folded binding on the back of the quilt, flange side up. Sew to quilt using ¼" seam allowance. Follow your favorite continuous binding method for corners and closure.

6. Sew a zigzag around the edge with FUSIBLE THREAD in the bobbin. The bobbin side should be on the front of the quilt keeping within the ¼" seam allowance.

7. Fold the binding forward to the front of the quilt.
8 Press in place allowing the thread to fuse to the fabric. No pinning necessary!

9 Change threads to match the flange color on the top and match the quilt backing color in the bobbin.

10 Stitch in the ditch on the flange to finish the quilt.